Control Interventions Can Impact Alveolarization and the Transcriptome in Developing Mouse Lungs.
There is currently much interest in understanding the mechanisms of normal and aberrant lung alveolarization, particularly in the context of bronchopulmonary dysplasia, a common complication of preterm birth where alveolarization is impeded. To this end, the parenteral administration of pharmacological agents that modulate biochemical pathways, or facilitate modulation of gene expression in transgenic animals, has facilitated the discovery and validation of mechanisms that direct lung development. Such studies include control interventions, where the solvent vehicle, perhaps containing an inactive form of the agent applied, is administered; thereby providing a well-controlled point of reference for the analysis of the partner experiment. In the present study, the impact of several widely used control interventions in developing C57Bl/6J mouse pups was examined for effects on lung structure and the lung transcriptome. Parenteral administration of scrambled microRNA inhibitors (called antagomiRs) that are used to control in vivo microRNA neutralization studies, impacted lung volume, septal thickness, and the transcriptome of developing mouse lungs; with some effects dependent upon nucleotide sequence. Repeated intraperitoneal isotonic saline injections altered lung volume, with limited impact on the transcriptome. Parenteral administration of the tamoxifen solvent Miglyol accelerated mouse pup growth, and changed the abundance of 73 mRNA transcripts in the lung. Tamoxifen applied in Miglyol-in the absence of Cre recombinase-decreased pup growth, lung volume, and lung alveolarization and changed the abundance of 298 mRNA transcripts in the lung. These data demonstrate that widely used control interventions can directly impact lung alveolarization and the lung transcriptome in studies on lung development. Anat Rec, 302:346-363, 2019. © 2018 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.